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“All the baubles that they needed” 
‘Industriousness’ and Slavery in Saint-Louis and Gorée 
 
In 1768, the will of John Pfeffinger, a British merchant in Saint-Louis, made 
Marie Bedone “of the island of Senegal” the main heir to his estate.1  He also left her 
“one hundred bars of Merchandise of my property,” and all of his furniture, as well as 
two slaves. Signares like Bedone – African and Eur-African women married into the 
European and increasingly metis mercantile classes of the islands of Gorée and Saint-
Louis - were responsible for provisioning the slave traders who entered these ports, but 
also for hiring out the enslaved and family labor that made possible the slave and gum 
trades that dominated Senegambian commerce.2  These women’s efforts were rewarded 
not only with an abundance of consumer merchandise from the Atlantic world, but also 
an accumulation of heritable property, in the form of real estate and slaves.  
In thinking about the rise of Atlantic consumer culture in the development of 
capitalism, slavery has played an increasingly important historiographical role. Studies 
have taken into account the enslaved labor on the plantations producing the new staple 
luxuries like sugar and cotton, or the role of the slave trade in developing more 
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sophisticated insurance and mortgage instruments.3  However, in the study of the history 
of capitalism, in which the roles of women and African urban slaves are still marginal, the 
Senegambian island cities of Saint-Louis and Gorée provide a unique insight into how 
some urban households could use enslaved people as either ‘household labor’ or as a 
form of capital wealth for investing and inheriting, and collateralizing debt.4  Household 
labor – crucial to the industrious revolution – could generate increased household 
consumption not just by introducing women’s work to the marketplace, but also by 
creating an expanded and flexible form of (human) capital in the early modern port cities 
with domestic slaves.  
This essay argues that women in Saint-Louis and Gorée were able to participate in 
the industrious revolution because the commercial demands of port cities allowed them to 
mobilize household labor, and particularly enslaved labor, in new ways.  It will begin by 
exploring the debates about industriousness and the role of slavery in ideas of industrious 
and urban development.  It will then examine the ways that Saint-Louis and Gorée could 
be considered “typical” Atlantic port cities before investigating the specific ways that 
household consumption, production, and capital accumulation operated in these largely 
female-dominated cities.  The search for enslaved labor for Atlantic plantations helped to 
create the demand for the services of these cities, but enslaved labor also created the 
wealth of the largely female-led households, by being a combined flexible form of labor, 
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property, collateral, and capital.  Because they were port cities, Saint-Louis and Gorée 
demanded certain types of labor, that the female-led, slave-filled household was 
particularly well positioned to take advantage of.  
 
In the many studies that have followed on from Jan de Vries’s Industrious 
Revolution, the role of women and the mobilization of the ‘household’ have been at the 
forefront of explaining the simultaneous growth of production and consumption in the 
long eighteenth century.5  A period of labor-intensive growth (industriousness) helped 
fuel the demand for consumer goods that helped to spur industrialization.6 Increases in 
household production in “response to rising consumer aspirations” often meant increased 
participation of women in market-oriented activities.7 For instance, Laurel Thatcher 
Ulrich records a change in the productive role of women in the households of seventeenth 
and eighteenth century New England as they began producing homespun cloth for the 
marketplace in order to access commodities from around the Atlantic world.8  But 
women’s participation in industriousness also meant managing household size, investing 
for the future of the household, and organizing the household as a “firm.”9  In some cases, 
they were actually employing and managing production through structures that look like 
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household labor, such as domestic servants and apprentices, who focused on specialized 
portions of family and extended household production.10 Specialization and the division 
of labor, both within and between households, helped to fuel global demand, and created 
the stimulus to industrial development. 
A widespread phenomenon in Europe and North America, the link between 
industrious household behavior and the consumer revolution suggests that examples 
could be found elsewhere in the period too. In fact, the household was mobilizing its 
members with increasing efficiency around the Atlantic world (and beyond) in the 
eighteenth century as a result of the increasing availability and desirability of global 
commodities.  Rising household purchasing power in places touched by Atlantic 
commerce was invested in consumption, and the desire to consume led to new strategies 
for managing both short- and long-term household production.  For instance, Hopkins 
argued that, “the household [in West Africa] was highly competitive because family labor 
was costless (in the formal sense of not receiving a wage) and could be used to the point 
where its marginal product was zero.”11 
Research on women’s roles in the creation of coastal communities in slave-trading 
regions of Africa has a long history.  Women in these ports were well-placed to act as 
intermediaries, and from the earliest moments of settlement by European traders, local 
(often temporary) marriages were negotiated between the daughters of prominent families 
and European men in order to facilitate access to commercial networks.  Women have 
been the subject of research on the development of Euro-African society in Ghana, 
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Senegambia, Guinea, and Angola.12  Mixed marriages produced children, new trading 
languages, and new forms of consumption and accumulation. But despite the volume of 
literature describing the roles of these women as brokers and companions, very little has 
been done to compare their experiences with that of industrious women in other parts of 
the Atlantic world.  The nature of their role as intermediaries between cultures, and the 
often temporary nature of their marriages highlight how different they are from their 
counterparts elsewhere.  But a focus on comparing the experiences of women in port 
cities suggests that their temporary marriages may have been the rule rather than the 
exception.13  And as scholars have increasingly emphasized the productive role of women 
in European and North American economic life in the early modern period, it seems clear 
that as consumers, as producers, as active participants in the marketplace, as inheritors of 
property, and as managers of the household, they shared quite a lot in common in this 
period of consumer and industrious revolutions.  
 But as research on England and North America has highlighted, the industrious 
and consuming household that these women were managing was made up more than just 
the family; it also included enslaved laborers.  The organization of production in the 
American south has long contended with the role of slavery in the household, and what 
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that meant for slave society’s either capitalist or pre-capitalist nature.14  This debate 
continues, as historians argue about whether the plantation system (and its related market 
activities) was fundamentally capitalist or antithetical to capitalism.15  Studies of the 
contributions of slave labor to the industrial revolution – whether focused on the 
Americas or on Africa – have tended to focus on the rural and agrarian labor of plantation 
slaves.16  But a long history of thinking about African slavery as a method of 
incorporating people into a kinship group suggests that African ideas about the household 
and about slavery should figure in considerations of industrious consumption in the 
eighteenth century Atlantic.17  If African slavery was somewhere between an economic 
and a social institution, and domestic slaves had a function somewhere between 
production for the market and production of the kinship group, then urban slavery in 
African port cities would seem to be a valuable case study of how household production 
and consumption increased in the eighteenth century Atlantic world.   
Urban slavery – particularly in the port cities of the Atlantic - was incredibly 
prevalent in the eighteenth century, and coincided with Atlantic industriousness and the 
consumer revolution.  In many port cities, women could also own property in the form of 
purchased and inherited enslaved labor, and they could direct those laborers to produce 
more for the household so that women were free to expand their market activity, or they 
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could collect rental income from slaves hired out to work as skilled laborers, or they 
could sell the production of the enslaved in their household to the market.18  Expanding 
the household through domestic labor also meant expanding the consumption of the 
household – both in purchasing the enslaved person from the market economy, and in 
purchasing the food, clothing, and tools used by those enslaved people.   
Eighteenth century port cities, then, are an important part of the story of 
expanding household industriousness and Atlantic consumer demand.  While this essay 
will argue that Atlantic consumer and industrious trends need to include African port 
cities because they were an important market for these consumer goods, and obviously 
their integration into the Atlantic was an important factor in the development of the slave 
labor systems of the Americas, it is also important to look at African port cities because 
their experiences of urban slavery can help us to think critically about what is meant by 
the industrious household and about how women in different Atlantic contexts were able 
to accumulate and use invested capital in different ways.  This essay by no means is 
attempting to argue that the Senegambian cities should be seen as exemplary case studies 
fully applicable to the experiences of women and enslaved people in other port cities.  
But the experiences of African urban slavery might help us to better understand how the 
Atlantic consumer revolution tied together the experiences of a variety of port cities, 
while the specific development of industriousness could lead to different kinds of capital 
accumulation in different cultural and political contexts. 
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Saint-Louis and Gorée were port cities that experienced rapid growth and change 
in the second half of the eighteenth century.  Saint-Louis doubled its population from 
around 2,500 in 1754 to an estimated 5,000 in the 1790s.19 Gorée jumped from 1,044 
people in 1767 to 1,840 by 1785, and nearly 3,000 by 1800. Gorée and Saint-Louis were 
small cities in the Atlantic world, but with dense populations - 42,857/square mile in 
Gorée; 20,120/square mile in Saint-Louis.20 An unusual female dominance of the island 
population of Saint-Louis saw nearly twice as many women as men inhabiting the island 
in the eighteenth century.21 
Saint-Louis and Gorée also had interesting political histories that linked them 
very closely to the developments of both the French and British Atlantic.  Saint-Louis 
and Gorée changed hands between the French to British several times between 1758 and 
1783.22 Rapid urbanization, alongside the changing nature of imperial rule, helped to 
desegregate the island societies in Saint-Louis and Gorée: as new traders came with the 
new imperial administrations, they quickly intermarried in order to expedite trade.23  This 
pattern of marriage allowed local women to accumulate wealth in property – 
merchandise, slaves, and real estate – much more rapidly than might otherwise be the 
case, and helped to create new metis families, reinforce the prestige of others, and 
generate households that were distinctive from the hinterland households from which 
                                                        
19 Searing, West African Slavery and Atlantic Commerce, 104.  
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many of the islands’ residents originated.   
The geography of the islands also helped to create different social and economic 
relationships with the hinterlands. The city of Saint-Louis occupied a protected position 
on the island, but it was always integrated with a metropolitan area of urban fishing, boat 
building, markets and service-provision. Right in the mouth of the Senegal River, it was a 
short boat ride (500m) from the mainland to the East (and South) and just 50m or so from 
the spit of mainland that stretched up to make the northern bank of the Senegal River. As 
the starting and ending point for riverine commerce, it acted as a busy metropolitan port, 
with mainland traders coming and going as well as local families visiting, regional elites 
being hosted by the city’s elites, slaves coming and going doing business for the urban 
residents.  Gorée was further from the mainland (around 2km) in the open ocean, 
although protected by the headland that is part of modern Dakar. Families who settled on 
Gorée were a bit more removed from the daily local politics and social hierarchies of the 
mainland, although they relied on the mainland enormously for provisioning themselves, 
as well as for the goods and people sold from the island. 
Both were hybrid cities, engaging with Atlantic maritime commerce, but growing 
well beyond the bounds of the company forts that dominated other parts of the slave-
trading coast. In comparison with Afro-Portuguese trading forts found in modern Guinea 
Bissau, or the British fort at Cape Coast Castle, these urban entrepôts had features in 
common, especially in the ratio of Europeans to Africans, the importance of the slave 
trade to their establishment, the role of female entrepreneurs in their economies, and the 
spread of so-called ‘Atlantic taste’ – a variable style inspired by the popularity of Indian 
fabrics, especially cotton, increasingly available chinaware, food trends such as tea with 
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sugar, and tropical touches like parasols.24  But as Havik notes of the Afro-Portuguese 
settlements, “the ‘urban’ expansion of these sites was limited by the refusal of African 
societies to concede the usufruct of the land,” keeping them quite limited in size and 
density.25 Equally, because of restrictive Portuguese trading regulations, as the slave trade 
liberalized in the latter half of the eighteenth century, other ports were often preferred by 
French, British, and American vessels, allowing for the expansion of places like Saint-
Louis and Gorée into real urban trading areas.26  
As port cities, Saint-Louis and Gorée shared economic characteristics that would 
affect the development of “industriousness” households.  They were rapidly urbanizing 
port economies, but they were not at the center of the slave trade, unlike Angola or the 
Gold Coast, and were increasingly important over the course of the second half of the 
eighteenth century for the services they provided as provisioning centers for refueling as 
well as assorting the correct goods for slave trading elsewhere – up the Senegal or 
Gambia Rivers; in the Rio Pongas or Rio Nunez; at Sherbro; or further afield in the Gold 
Coast or the Bights of Benin and Biafra.  Unlike the domestic slavery that grew up 
around Cape Coast Castle, though, where the Company owned large numbers slaves who 
worked for them in the slave trade, the majority of the domestic (as opposed to trade) 
slaves in Saint-Louis and Gorée were owned locally, and were used in a variety of 
                                                        
24 Ann Brower Stahl, ‘Colonial Entanglements and the Practices of Taste: An Alternative to Logocentric 
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26 William Pettigrew, Freedom’s Debt: The Royal African Company and the Politics of the Atlantic Slave 
Trade, 1672-1752 (Chapel Hill, 2013). 
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capacities.27 Since only a relatively small amount of Atlantic slave trading took place in 
these urban centers, they are more comparable to Newport, or Charleston, than to 
Havana, or Kingston, as slaving economies.28 But slaving was still important as a trade 
that contributed to the demand for goods, provisions, and services from these ports. A 
typical early eighteenth century slaving operation on this part of the coast consumed 
“8,200 pounds of rice, 4,200 pounds of millet, 5 cattle, 77 goats, 204 chickens, 400 
pounds of flour, 600 pints of wine, 200 pounds of wax, 10 pints of alcoholic spirits ‘for 
the wounded,’ 10 pounds of gunpowder, 12 pounds of lead, 12 pounds of lead shot, 40 
pounds of ‘butter from Gorée,’ and an assortment of other goods,” which would have 
needed to be sourced from the hinterland of these port cities and funnelled through their 
economies.29  
For example, in 1782, after the French had regained control of Saint-Louis from 
the British, the government negotiated a contract with the cattle merchants of the island.  
Brokers and translators were paid in guinea cloth - equivalent to £6 per 200 head of cattle 
for the brokers, and £3 for the translators - and received provisions of millet, molasses, 
and meat while the transactions were taking place. The Barek (king) of Waalo, 
Mahammedoun, was also given three pounds of bread a day during the period of the 
transaction as a tax.30  This complex contract demonstrates the quantity of goods passing 
through Saint-Louis (hundreds of heads of cattle; fifty-two ‘moulds’ of millet; fifty two 
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pounds of meat; four pints of molasses; numerous pounds of locally produced bread), the 
relationship between the urban centre and its periphery (millet produced in the region, 
which would be subject to similarly negotiated contracts, butchers present to allocate cuts 
of meat, the consumption by the Barek of Waalo of bread produced in Saint-Louis), and 
the combination of local (millet and meat) and Atlantic (molasses) goods that made up 
the diet of residents.  
As this contract illustrates, the commercial demands of the ports meant that the 
trends in industriousness went beyond the cities themselves. The hinterlands were deeply 
involved in providing the produce required by both urban residents and ships in port.  
Households responded to increased demand by mobilizing female and enslaved labor.  Le 
Braseur noted in 1776, “almost all the women on the continent have obtained [the right] 
to sell millet, so they could request that the [trading] assortment contain all the baubles 
that they need.”31  Because millet was just one aspect of a family’s production, it could be 
expanded or combined to participate in external markets.  In the hinterland of Gorée, a 
family’s millet granaries were protected and allowed for an accumulation of surplus even 
in a politically diffuse region with little to no plantation slave labour.  Niuminka villages 
in the same region also incorporated ways for women to increase their ‘industriousness’ 
and purchasing power: clams, oysters, and shellfish collected from mangroves and 
shallows when the tide was low during the day could be boiled, dried, and taken to 
market.32  
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The hinterland-port connections could be complex.  The traveller Anna Maria 
Falconbridge noted on her trip to Robana, outside of Freetown, that in that region salt 
was exchanged for slaves from the interior to be traded into the Atlantic for consumer 
goods, and “Making this salt is attended with a very trifling expence, for none but old, 
refuse, female slaves, are employed in the work, and the profit is considerable.”33 In the 
hinterlands of Saint-Louis and Gorée, enslaved labor intended for the Atlantic trade could 
be used in the production of food while they awaited sale. The requirements of the port 
cities (and their Atlantic customers) were met by hinterland producers, who increased 
production through the mobilization of female kin and enslaved labor in order to access 
the Atlantic consumer goods channeled through those cities.   
In the late eighteenth century, when British and French soldiers were garrisoned 
in the Gorée and Saint-Louis (respectively), the provision requirements and complex 
dependence on local and hinterland production correspondingly increased.  An American 
trading voyage to British-occupied Gorée sold over £913 worth of goods, including soap, 
raisins, sugar, coffee, and a small boat and oars, but which was mostly 3580 gallons of 
rum for soldiers’ use.34  The majority of foodstuffs, though, came from the mainland. It 
was either collected by the habitants’ male slaves who took small boats to buy millet 
supplies from producers along the coast, or sold directly by producers who arrived daily 
in their own boats with animals and grains to sell in the market.35 
While industriousness household production might have been a feature in the 
                                                                                                                                                                     
collect during low tide, usually about 4-5 hours a day, but only when low tide is during the day (not at 
night). 
33 Anna Maria Falconbridge, Narrative of Two Voyages to the River Sierra Leone During the Years 1791-
1793 (London, 1794), LETTER III. Granville Town, Sierra Leone, May 13, 1791. 
34 John Carter Brown Library (JCB) BFBR B.611, Gorée November 13, 1801, Benson to Brown & Ives. 
35 Searing, West African Slavery, 116-117. 
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hinterlands, the cities offered additional ways that female and enslaved labor could be 
mobilized.  These cities focused the point of exchange between the hinterlands and 
visiting ocean vessels, which expanded the opportunities for household consumption by 
providing urban residents with opportunities to lend to the French and British.  The men 
and women of Saint-Louis, for instance, were able to make loans to the French company 
in the form of provisions gathered from mainland suppliers.  A book of the Company’s 
(and therefore, the new colonial government’s) creditors in the early 1800s reveals to 
what extent the French had relied on the residents of Saint-Louis for providing supplies in 
exchange for credit with the company, as well as providing buildings, and access to land 
and labor, all “rented” from them for long term credit with the company.36 Rosalie 
Aussenac (1765-1828), who was listed in the book of Senegal’s debts five times, was an 
important signare from a dynasty of signares stretching back into the early eighteenth 
century. She had lent the Saint-Louis government over 14,000 livres worth of supplies.37 
Other habitant families – Pellegrin, Valantin – are also represented among the 
Company’s creditors, renting out bakeries, boats, and laborers.  This ability to assemble 
and produce supplies to lend for credit allowed urban residents to increase their Atlantic 
consumption when they called in their debt, but it also allowed them to ensure they 
received the goods or capital they needed, rather than just taking whatever trade goods 
the company’s merchants had on hand at the moment.  That they had the capital (in the 
form of trade goods) to purchase supplies from the hinterland that they could then lend on 
credit to the company’s merchants, shows that the city’s residents were accumulating and 
using their assets to expand the range of their investments.   
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Beyond their roles in assorting of food and supplies, the ‘port’ in these port cities 
established demand for boat-building and repairing, pilots, seamen, laundry-women, 
bakers, courts - both European-style and local ‘palaver’ style courts - to adjudicate trade 
and contract disputes, stores to sell provisions as well as imports, and interpreters. What 
differentiated these cities from the smaller outposts and weekly markets was the 
combination of import-export trade with the development of government, religious, 
judicial, and especially service-based economic functions. Accounts of trading voyages 
as well as travellers narratives attest to the importance of local shipwrights, carpenters, 
smiths, and coopers, who were either free labourers, or, more often, skilled slaves who 
were hired out. The purchasing power and consumer behaviour of households in these 
different ports demonstrates how industriousness manifested in different contexts.  In 
households with the flexibility to expand production to two or more incomes through the 
mobilization of female industriousness through household-based services and male 
participation in the port economy – however seasonal or infrequent – access to the 
Atlantic both facilitated that expansion and gave households a good reason to expand to 
access new fashions and consumer goods.  
In both cities, because of their role as ports, property ownership was an important 
source of productive capital: rooms or whole houses could be rented out, as could labor.  
In Gorée, the Rhode Island trader, Martin Benson noted that “It is also an established 
Custom for all Super Cargos whether English or Neutral to hire a house and reside on 
shire, where all business must be transacted, and the goods landed in presence of the 
Military.”38 Real estate was a respectable form of capital accumulation for women in both 
slave and free societies, since it allowed them to earn income from traditional, domestic 
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and household based activities such as cooking and laundering.  Although the 
Senegambian signares were a class apart in terms of their relationship with both the 
Atlantic and African political setting, most women who participated in the building of 
Atlantic port economies shared in common a fairly strict commitment to the domestic 
sphere of labor. The growth of new Atlantic port cities expanded “the activities of white 
and black women in ancillary services - providing food, drink and lodging; selling goods; 
sewing garments; caring for the young and sick,” while men were away at sea.39  Port 
cities would have struggled to function without the services provided when the household 
was opened up to the market economy. 
 But it was not only in their function as service and provisioning centres that these 
were attractive ports for Europeans: the purchasing power of those associated with 
Atlantic trade was an important aspect of the region’s value to European and American 
traders. It was, in fact, in their potential as importers of British (and British re-exported) 
manufactures that the British Governor of Saint-Louis, Charles O'Hara, believed the 
Senegal River trade to be most valuable to Britain. “The consumption hithertoo [sic] of 
Manufactures in this River,” he wrote in 1766, “amounts one year with another, to Forty 
thousand pounds sterling, and much about the same sum is expended in the River 
Gambia” which at that point was a neutral trading region, though the French had regained 
control over Gorée to the north.40  Ship invoices reveal the scale and variety of goods that 
were demanded by consumers in Senegal and Sierra Leone: the Schooner Olive Branch 
sent a cargo to Gorée and Sierra Leone which included twenty-one different types of 
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Indian imported cotton cloths and was valued at over $12,000, suggesting that the Rhode 
Island merchants who fitted her out anticipated a significant market, and significant 
purchasing power, in the region.41 
  Women were particularly famous consumers in the Senegambian port cities.  The 
signares role as companions to the most important British and French officials gave them 
additional opportunities to consume Atlantic (and global) goods.  The Rhode Island 
trader, Martin Benson, sent a “set of China” with his compliments to John Heddle, the 
British paymaster at Gorée in order to ingratiate himself with this potential customer.  
But rather than send the porcelain directly to Heddle, Benson alerted him that the set 
would be delivered “to your good friend Mrs Sophia,” suggesting that he knew where the 
real influence was in the colony.42  Signares’ ability to consume fashion to such a 
notorious extent that they became internationally famous derived from their creation of 
new households through marriage with French and British merchants, and their 
mobilization of enslaved production.  As Doumet wrote in the 1760s, even signares who 
could barely get by on the earnings of their slaves could afford jewellery by depriving 
herself of basic necessities.43 
Signares wore clothes imported from around the world to complete their signature 
style, including the typical African grande pagne (wraparound cloth) but also French 
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shirts and Moroccan shoes, and as much jewelry and as many beads as they could.44 The 
probate inventory of the famous Gorée signare Anne Pepin, who gained status and wealth 
in the late eighteenth century and established a successful dynasty of sons and 
grandchildren, lists seventy-one pagnes and forty-seven scarves.45  It was not purely 
purchasing power that made this wealth – and particularly its display through consumer 
goods – notable.  The consumption of this Atlantic fashion by Saint-Louis and Gorée’s 
elite also required an increasing investment in the expansion of the household.  The 
descriptions of the household slaves’ jobs in the largest households in Saint-Louis and 
Gorée included tailors, weavers, ‘pressers’ (ironers), and ‘fitters’ or dressing attendants.46 
The signares in Gorée wore conical headdresses (made from imported Indian “guinea 
cloth”) to show that they were not required to carry things on their heads – they had 
enslaved women to do that for them – and descriptions of the women from the time also 
note slaves carrying their jewellery for them, and shielding them with parasols.47   
In the Senegambian cities, then, the growing population and growing purchasing 
power reflected an increased household size resulting from higher investment in domestic 
slaves.  With the proceeds from trade, renting out their homes, renting out slaves, and 
using enslaved labor for household production, women could buy more property and 
slaves, which could be passed on to the next generation, thus perpetuating the cycle of 
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accumulation. In Gorée, when the colony changed hands, or traders left and never 
returned, or disease killed them, wives and widows were left with property – real estate 
and slaves – from multiple marriages over time. Ann Pepin left at least one house, and 
several slaves to her heirs.48  
Slaves were required to produce for the household (as weavers, cooks), to 
reproduce for the household (more labor), and to help the household consume (by 
carrying and displaying wealth, tailoring and ironing clothing). Slaves made up a sizeable 
proportion of the population: in 1785, when the population of Gorée was 1,840, 1,044 of 
those were ‘house slaves’ – just over half of the population.49 In 1763, a census of Gorée 
recorded nine signare households made up of roughly 16 people on average, both 
enslaved and free, making the average signare household larger than the household 
averages of five to ten in non-slave societies.50 The Saint-Louis census of 1779 recorded 
1,858 slaves in a population of 3,018, with 87 per cent of households owning some 
slaves, and 47 per cent of households owning more than six slaves.51   
The household slaves of Gorée and Saint-Louis were important contributors to 
household income, since male slaves could be rented out to French merchants and 
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companies as sailors and laborers and female slaves made up the majority of the slave 
population in these Senegambian port cities. In the Senegambian cities, by the second 
half of the eighteenth century, women dominated the enslaved labor force there were 979 
female to 478 male slaves in Saint-Louis according to one census.52  Men, skilled as 
sailors, were particularly in demand during the trading season.  Even unskilled enslaved 
sailors could earn three “bars” worth of goods a month on a five-month voyage, or 75 
French livres each, which was divided between the sailors and their masters.53 Payment 
in bars to both slaves and their masters allowed both sets of people to access consumer 
goods.  At the other end of the spectrum, a captain, who could still be a slave, could make 
500 livres worth of goods, plus a bottle of wine a day.54 Slave women could be 
additionally important to the expansion of household production, since they acted as 
producers of both goods and people, reproducing the enslaved population.55  
Slaves even added to household consumption by requiring their own clothing and 
food, and larger living quarters.56  Consumption on behalf of and by the enslaved was an 
especially important part of urban ports’ incorporation into the consumer and industrious 
revolutions.57  The typical urban Atlantic ‘houseful’ contained a mixture of members – 
enslaved and free; family and servants; related and unrelated – often numbering more 
than six people, being provisioned by in-house weaving and sewing, and encouraging 
consumption through both intra-household credit and individual purchases made with 
wages or the proceeds of other types of ‘industrious’ activity earned in and by its 
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members.58 As Du Plessis has noted, around the Atlantic world, “supplying textiles and 
apparel for the enslaved could amount to as much as 8.27 percent of annual operating 
expenses,” though on plantations, owners were often negligent in keeping the enslaved in 
suitable clothing.59 In West Africa, where Lamiral described domestic slaves eating from 
the same bowls as their owners, clothing slaves was both a social responsibility and a 
reflection of respectability. In some urban contexts, clothing for the enslaved was 
purchased as part of household expenditure, but it was also purchased by the enslaved 
themselves, with the proceeds from their own extra work (selling food, or the partial 
wages earned when hired out for skills), fitting the pattern of clothing consumption 
contributing to increased household production.60 In Saint-Louis, unmarried slaves – men 
and women – wore a simple belt with a bit of canvas between their legs; once married, 
they wore two pagnes, one around the waist down to the knees, and the other over their 
shoulders, which could be produced by their labor or purchased through labor for 
someone else.61  
Property in the form of enslaved laborers was vital to the expansion of household 
production in Saint-Louis and Gorée.  In these port cities, the intensification of household 
production, the increase in urbanization, and the development of multipolar regional 
economies was connected from the mid-eighteenth century onwards to a rise in the 
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creative use of domestic slaves. One source estimated that “many African women own 
thirty to forty slaves.”62 This is an important aspect of household labor to bear in mind, 
because in de Vries’ discussion of the industrious revolution of the North Atlantic, 
“women substitute away from household activities, child bearing, and child raising in 
order to capture the now-enlarged benefits of market labor.”63  However, the 
intensification of female capital accumulation, and corresponding consumption, in Saint-
Louis and Gorée was at least in part a result of the intensification of enslaved male and, 
especially, enslaved female labor in the service industries.  
In effect, enslaved and family labor (household labor) in the Senegambian port 
city context was acting as invested capital, alongside the real estate rented out to visiting 
merchants, producing increasing returns on the original (slave) investment through the 
wages paid by merchants, brokers, travelers, etc. that then accumulated to the 
increasingly wealthy, female dominated métis class. This role was emphasized by the 
preference for selling male slaves – not purely because they were in more demand on the 
other side of the Atlantic, but also because of the local demand for the kinds of household 
labor performed by female slaves.64  
Slaves could also be used to secure loans and were in some ways preferred as 
collateral because their portability made them more valuable.65  While land was only of 
value to someone willing to use it or rent it out, a pawned slave could be taken to the 
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Caribbean and sold for much more than the “purchase value” on the coast if a borrower 
defaulted.66  Investment in slaves (either through purchase or through canny marriage and 
inheritance) therefore allowed for exponential growth in Senegambian signares’ 
household consumption: not only did the slaves contribute to production, but they also 
contributed to increased consumption through their own value.  Selling slaves to the 
company, for local use rather than for trade into the Atlantic, was also open as an option. 
Therefore while the sale of domestic slaves was frowned on because of the “kinship” 
associations of domestic slavery, and therefore their use as pawns was not encouraged, 
they could still act as collateral and therefore secure loans that allowed expanded capital 
accumulation.  Because signares married merchants, they accumulated slaves as inherited 
property as well as through purchase, helping them to build ever larger household labor 
forces, which would allow them the flexibility to have larger numbers of them out “in 
hock” for loans, or earning “rent” for the family as hired laborers at any given time.  
They invested and inherited capital in the form of enslaved labor, and saw their returns 
rise over the late eighteenth century.   
Reliance on pawning was a distinctive function of credit in the port cities of the 
Atlantic world, where the personal nature that had characterized relationships of debt in 
the early modern period were unmade by the transient nature of the populations.67 But 
especially in the economies of Saint-Louis and Gorée, where there was little cash to 
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exchange, credit (and credit in consumer goods and commodities) was essential.68 
Company records kept track of debts owed and creditors, and bills of exchange were 
issued by the military governments, but cash and specie were difficult to come by.69  An 
account of a voyage in Senegal by Saugnier illuminates the important role of credit in the 
cities.  Hoping to help future merchants to avoid potential pitfalls in African commerce, 
Saugnier’s very first piece of advice is to inform his readers that “slaves by inheritance 
are only nominally so; their masters cannot sell them without bringing dishonor upon 
themselves.”  At first, this seems sensible enough advice, but it becomes clear as he 
reaches the eighth warning about how to conduct transactions based on credit that this is 
a way that many European traders have been had.  Saugnier concludes his list “by 
observing all these precautions, one may carry on with the natives a traffic on credit 
without running any risk.”70  There may have been cultural limitations on selling 
domestic slaves into the transatlantic trade, but that did not stop habitant families from 
conning naïve merchants that way.  Even more savvy merchants accepted domestic 
slaves as pawns: they could not be sold into the trade without hassle, but they could work 
for the merchant or the company to earn ‘interest’ while they awaited payment, an 
arrangement that was acceptable to the merchants and the Muslim Wolof alike.71 
The importance of slaves in the credit relationships in the Atlantic port city trade 
is highlighted by contrast with Freetown, where the Sierra Leone Company was 
prevented by its anti-slave trade mission from using or buying slaves. The Governor and 
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Council decided in October 1793 to end existing credit practices – lending goods to 
Africans – as “no expediency remains for recovering the Company’s money except 
seizing the persons of the debtors an expedient it was better to avoid.”72 The inability to 
use slaves as a credit instrument continually frustrated the Sierra Leone Company’s 
commercial ambitions and limited the growth of individual wealth amongst Freetown’s 
settlers to levels below that of their counterparts in Senegambia.  “It gives to the Slave 
Factories a great Superiority over the Company, even in the Traffic of Produce, inasmuch 
as they are able to conduct a Trade in both Produce and Slaves, at nearly the same 
Expence at which a Trade in Produce alone can be carried on. It afford also to the Slave 
Factor an Advantage in respect to the Means of recovering Debts for Produce, for he has 
only to seize and sell his Debtor, or the Family, or even Townsmen of his Debtor, in 
order to secure himself against loss; he can therefore generally gain some Preference over 
the Company, by affording a larger Credit to the Natives.”73 
The use of slaves as credit instruments in the port cities was not unique in the 
African context.  Slaves were important as a means of financing growth in the interior 
African states.  Here, huge sums could be expended in goods lent as credit to the 
aristocratic families in Fuuta, up the Senegal River, or from James Fort in the Gambia 
River, or in Futa Jallon in the highlands to the far north of Freetown. In the hinterland, 
coastal traders would arrive with large shipments of goods, given as credit for the future 
delivery of slaves. But government spending could also be financed through the credit 
provided by the slave trade. The government of Kajor, the coastal state between Saint-
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Louis and Gorée, owed the Compagnie des Indes 107 slaves in 1726, and the government 
of Bawol, on the mainland opposite Gorée, owed 41.74  These kingdoms also provided 
access to credit for the trading companies in times of need – especially in times of war, 
when supplies from the Atlantic were at a premium.75 
But over the course of the eighteenth century, slave debt became important 
beyond the large interior states.  The average indebtedness on the books of the Royal 
African Company in the 1730s and 1740s in the Gambia River was £20 worth of goods – 
or 3 good slaves.76  By the 1780s, Senegambian slaves were worth nearly £20 of goods 
each, in part as a result of increased demand for slave labor in the Caribbean, and in part 
as a result of a boycott of the slave trade by the revolutionary jihadist state of Futa Toro.77 
This gave metis families in Saint-Louis especially unprecedented access to credit: 
signares could hire out their domestic slaves to the company for access to goods; they 
could pawn their slaves for small loans, which could be in goods or in (goods-based) 
capital with which to expand their own trade into the interior; and they could sell their 
slaves directly when prices were high, and demand for hired labor was low, as a result of 
interior political instability and famine, as in the 1750s, and again in the 1780s and 
1790s.78  Domestic slavery allowed women to accumulate capital, earn interest and rent, 
and invest, all while staying largely within the domestic sphere of the household. 
 
 These female dominated cities draw attention to the relationship between 
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household production and consumption, and the way that this urban slave society 
engaged in intensified Atlantic consumption and production in ways that demonstrate that 
the consumer revolution sparked different, locally inflected versions of the industrious 
revolution in places where capital, credit, and consumer goods accumulated to an 
unprecedented degree, amongst new groups of people.  While households around the 
Atlantic relied on non-familial labor contributions, and invested in heritable property, the 
role of domestic slavery could and did differ, yielding different results for the 
development of capitalism. 
Although there were specific local contexts to the expansion of female labor in 
these cities, they mirror those changes taking place in female labor practices in other 
Atlantic port cities. As Ogilvie has noted, however, the industrious revolution that took 
off in England and the Netherlands relied on the ability of women to move into an extra-
household labor market, something not available to, for instance, those in small market 
towns in Germany, where social capital restricted access to the market.79 In her example, 
guilds and other ‘entrenched elites’ kept the consumer revolution within the norms of 
gendered labor expectations.80  In the case of the port cities of Saint-Louis and Gorée, 
female participation in the service sector did not create a change in the labor force, and 
therefore did not challenge traditional political authority.  In fact, many of the earliest 
signare marriages were brokered by local elites, who were using traditional means of 
incorporating ‘stranger’ traders into the kinship group.81  What was new to these specific 
port cities was the accumulation of heritable forms of capital wealth, and the 
corresponding access to new forms of credit and increased household consumption, that 
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resulted from the cities’ specific roles within the Atlantic trading complex and their 
innovative uses of property in slaves.82   
Engaging with the idea of the industrious revolution reveals that African port 
cities were also industrious producers and consumers, fueling the same cycle of growth in 
the eighteenth century that touched port cities in North America and Northwest Europe.  
But it also casts new light on the make-up of those households, and the gendered role of 
slavery in urban industrious economies.  The dominance of female labor contributions to 
the household’s production and consumption practices is especially clear in the 
preference for female slaves in Saint-Louis and Gorée, which reflects the growth of 
women’s contributions to household production in other port cities. In contrast, in the 
productive hinterlands that fed the port cities and the wider world, there was a preference 
for male servants and slaves.83   
As urban slaveholding declined after the eighteenth century, some parts of the 
Atlantic industrializing world (including the hinterlands of these African port cities) 
continued to rely on labor-intensive growth because their fixed capital was in enslaved 
labor, and the scarcity of labor, abundance of land, and demand for high value 
commodities elsewhere made this approach profitable.84  But in urban centers, as the 
industrious revolution gradually gave way to the industrial revolution, owning fixed 
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capital in the form of labor became less important, as more and more production took 
place outside of the home, and the costs of idle labor became undesirable in a world of 
cheap migrant labor.  The decline of the Atlantic world’s economic reliance on urban 
domestic slaves from the end of the eighteenth century suggests that their labor 
contributions and their usefulness as credit instruments may have been a particular 
characteristic of eighteenth century ‘preindustrial’ industriousness.  It may be, though, 
that the forms of capital accumulation of these Africa port cities were undermined by the 
turn away from the slave trade – signaled by the Sierra Leone Company’s early switch 
away from slaves as pawns – which, combined with a shift to colonial political rule, 
undermined the signares’ heirs’ ability to translate industrious accumulation into 
industrial development. 
As elsewhere, the arrival of exotic luxury goods in Senegambia’s port cities 
connected to global trade spurred increased household consumption and production.  
Examining these urban ports in West Africa highlights how port economies were tied to 
expanding household production and consumption, but also demonstrates the additional 
household complexity created by, and the forms of accumulation available through the 
institution of domestic slavery.  Women in Saint-Louis and Gorée, endowed with property 
in the form of land and enslaved people, deployed that property, taking advantage of the 
opportunities offered by the port cities’ service-based economies, to access more 
consumer luxuries, but also to reinvest in further household expansion. They used slave 
labor to integrate hinterland production with Atlantic demand, while innovating 
household credit and debt relationships by using slaves as financial instruments in 
dealings with both the company and mainland states. Household labor was important for 
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generating increased Atlantic consumption not just by introducing women’s work to the 
marketplace. Women’s participation in the service economies of these port cities also 
helped to create new uses for household labor. 
  
